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Audrey Schomer 

3-5-15 

 

Noreen,  

I was not well and could not attend this gathering. Here are some phrases of praise for the process 

being undertaken by courageous younger Grail women and we older ones can have the time to weigh 

the input and pray. We need to be wise and prudent.  

 

Part I:  Contemplation - Preparing to listen and dialogue 

(15 minutes) 

Building upon our experience of contemplative dialogue that we shared at the GA last summer, please 

take sufficient time to gather in silence, appreciating the presence of those gathered, opening your 

hearts to listen to the wisdom that each will share, preparing to speak with honesty, respect and love. 

 

Part II:  Taking the Pulse 

(35 minutes) 

How are you experiencing change in the Grail at this time?  What feelings are arising in you personally 

or in your circle?   

Change is one of the constants in the universe. I trust the process outlined in the communications about 

the changes that we, The Grail in the USA, are facing…putting it out there for proposals, 

collaborations, etc.  

When you reflect on your experience of the Grail, in all its dimensions of community, mission and 

spirit, how do you feel about the current course we are on?  

Again, I trust the process and I trust collective wisdom which will not fail us. All our hearts should 

beat in concert and our anxiety needs to be rooted in trusting the spirit alive among us. 

 

What do you feel is important for other members to know or hear about what you are experiencing?   

Given the unequal sharing abroad in USA, money rules our day and our nation. Our task is to work and 

pray to know what their situation is forcing us to do. How do we continue effectively in our leadership 

role among women?  

 

What do you feel called to in the Grail right now?  What is energizing you?  What gives you hope?   

I feel called to do what I am able to do. I can pray that the spirit guides all deliberations of how we 

carry on our women’s leadership formation by what we do now.  

 

What role can you, or your circle, play in building on what's energizing you? 

I do not know what report was forthcoming from our meeting with Ria. I’ve seen no report. I can 

support the efforts to face reality as we are now doing. I trust the process.  

 

What actions can we take, as members, to address some of the issues you have discussed?  

“Where two or more are gathered…” the spirit is present. We were given land to tend in 1944 and it 

has been well tended to this day. Change is happening and our collective responsibility is to work that 

we continue somehow to see that this land and buildings are used in the service of creation and all 

members of the earth community.  
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Part 3:  A Strategic Plan for the Grail Now 

(30 minutes) 

Considering the sharing that you have had, what do you feel the Grail is being called to right now? 

To hope, to trust, to be informed, to pray, and support the process and to give our honest opinions.  

 

What are 3 components you feel are essential to build into a new Strategic Plan?  Please be specific.   

(e.g.,  Finances: “We should live within our means”…what does this mean practically?  How can it be accomplished?) 

(e.g., Membership: “We need to know what membership means re expectations, accountability, connectedness” …what are 

the critical membership questions and what can we realistically plan or rely on?) 

Lease, rent, who we work with collaboratively. Do we divide parcels and lease? Do we keep part?  

 

If you had to come up with a major theme or tag line that would capture the main thrust that is needed 

now in a Strategic Plan for the Grail, what would it be?  e.g., “Movement Building” or____? 

Give our full attention to the process of change, keeping informed step by step, remaining honest and 

hopeful that the necessary change will be made clear.  

 

Part 4:  Gathering the Wisdom 

(20 minutes) 

Prepare time at the end of the session to take a few minutes to sit in silence.  Reflect on the “sense of 

the whole” that you heard emerging from the discussion.  Take an additional time for sharing, not to 

share one’s own point of view, but to lift up what emerged for the whole group. 

 

Part 5:  Sharing the Wisdom 

Please summarize and send your input to Noreen at:  Noreen@grail-us.org  by Friday, March 20, 2015 

so that we have sufficient time to integrate what has been shared into our Council agenda. 

And above all, ask questions, ask the right questions. This is what the search is all about. The answers 

come from the collective, we are all voices of the earth. The questions are part of women’s vocation, 

The right questions prompt process, evoke thought, and collective responsibility. Wisdoms arrive from 

the collective.   

PPP

Boston Grail Circle Meeting 

March 8, 2015 

 

Present: Beth Rosen, Pam Cobey, T.Rose Holdcraft, Nancy Richardson, Tiffany Curtis, Elaine Huber, Mary 

Farrell, Carol Siemering, Anne Hurley  

 

Following a delicious and beautiful lunch prepared by Pam Cobey and Beth Rosen, we began our consultative 

meeting with a 15 minute period of contemplation led by Tiffany Curtis. 

 

Nancy Richardson facilitated the remainder of the meeting.  

 

Using the suggested outline as a guide, we began with the “Taking the Pulse” section, asking each person to 

respond to the questions listed as she wished – that it, to speak to the questions to which  she was drawn and 
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skip the rest – with others listening, but not responding until everyone spoke.  Comments shared are listed 

without attribution so as to reflect a sense of the gathering as opposed to individual perspectives. 

 

 How I experience the Grail is how I experience life: getting old, letting go.  In the Grail as a whole, I 

would like to see more kindness and transparency.  What energizes me is this circle and this manifestation of 

hospitality in its deepest sense.  

 

 Currently my experience of the Grail is change – changing roles, and that sensitizes me to what we’re 

going through – a yearning for shared experience and uncertainty about the future.  It reminds me of the 

Chinese symbol for crisis: challenge and opportunity.  There are new voices bubbling up and that is helpful and 

scary. 

 

 For 40 years, I have sat in these  circles, unique in comparison to other organizations – providing an 

opportunity for people to speak and be heard.  I, too, feel uncertainty: the Grailville future team – where is that 

going? It is very good to see that openness is the intent.  I wonder what we can learn from the history of change 

in the Grail-- New York and San Jose went through major change, –  but something still alive and meaningful. 

 

Council is making efforts to be more transparent and this is positive.  Change at this time is focused on the 

GVFC, and they’re trying valiantly to facilitate that – very positive; hope they can stay there, but concerned that 

their process is at risk of being eroded by opposition and special interest;  

I fear we’re losing track of how we treat each other, and our mission of nurturing each other.  I’ve 

observed that the women who give the most to the Grail are valued the least and are getting drained and burnt 

out. How we treat each other is even more important than what we do with the land. 

I’m very concerned that 2 long-term, committed members have recently chosen to leave The Grail.  And 

also, that this is not being talked about or shared with the Grail at large.  How can we look at bringing in new 

members without looking at how we’re losing other members?  

 

 While it is true that people do feel pain about leaving, there’s resistance to dealing directly with that 

pain. 

The elephant in the room is the land.  If we don’t deal with the land, there are no resources for the 

Grail, so need to deal with it before we can do anything else. 

 

 What can we take on?  What needs to be taken on?  I hope that can be identified.   

 

 It’s important we get clarity, but the process is very familiar without reaching conclusions.  The Futures 

Team has an excellent process; it feels like there are shots being taken at them before they've had the chance to 

do what we asked them to do.  What energizes me is newer people, (like Tiffany, Pam, Beth) and people who 

have been around and have open ears. 

 I agree with those thoughts on the importance of new people bringing new energy and also carrying 

memories and history.  Both are important. 

 At this point, the questions seem abstract.  My main experience of the Grail is in this circle and that 

hasn’t changed much.  So I feel myself keeping it at a distance.  I want to participate in transformation, but also 

feeling pretty stretched and distant.  I have hope for what is possible, but also feel apprehension because there 

seems to be a lot of conflict and fear.  I’m hoping that this is a healthy and life-giving process, but I feel 

resistant to being drawn into conflict.  I’m very excited about the leadership formation for young women at 

Cornwall and hope to support that. 

I’m having/hearing lots of deep feelings - connection & caring but also sense conflict.  What’s 

important is how we do things, rather than so much what we do.  Spirits can be broken.  I think it is important to 
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take care to foster the spirit within ourselves and each other—to take real care that we do not break another’s 

spirit.  Some who have walked away from the Grail seem quite hurt and while it is not possible to go through life 

without hurting others, we can act and speak with care.  Words have the potential to foster harm or to foster 

healing.  We can take care to foster healing.  The Grailville Future Team is strong, respectful, bright and have a 

good process, but there are a lot of “camps.”  If property is tearing us apart, we may benefit most by letting it 

go.  I see a difference between land and property: land is sacred, property is a possession.  Letting go of 

possessions can be freeing.  What I find energizing is contemplative dialogue, International Grail, the potential 

for a relationship between north and south – a Grail of the Americas, creating circles of spirituality in which we 

foster relationship with each other helping us to process what is going on in our own spiritual lives and to live 

that spirituality for the sake of and in relation to the world at large. 

 

After each person had spoken, we moved to a discussion of a Strategic Plan to try to pull together our thinking. 

Unfortunately, we didn’t get as far as we would have liked on this, possibly because some of us were, as one 

person said, “leaving … with more questions than answers.”  This section was more of a conversation that the 

above, but we did not have time to do sections 4 and 5 on “Gathering and Sharing the Wisdom”. Therefore, this 

section is more reflective of a conversation,  reflecting agreements, disagreements, and differences in nuance 

rather than of a “sense of the whole.”   

 

As we began this section, Carol reminded us that at our February meeting, when some of the group was 

“snowed out” by an afternoon snow storm, five members gathered at Carol’s house and discussed some of these 

questions.  Many of their points have already been included, but she wanted to emphasize that as we think about 

the Strategic Plan for what we want to do, we need to remember that what we do is important, but how we do it 

is equally important.  That is, it is important that we do things with loving kindness.  On that point, she recalled 

that at the earlier meeting at her house the group talked about Lynn Malley’s translation of the Ubi Caritas "Let 

no quarrels or harsh bitterness be among us" where we acknowledged that there may be 

"quarrels"(disagreements) but that they shouldn't lead to "harsh bitterness". 

   

Some specific  points: 

1. Any strategic plan needs to be more than brainstorming ideas--that there be steps that are measured 

and tested--not by asking Is this what you want? but by evaluating Is this working?  If we want a 

plan to work, What steps are needed to make it work?  If it is not working/cannot work even though 

we would like it to, how do we adjust to that reality and move forward with what is possible? 

2. We need to be sure that this does not become a contentious legal event, that we have a plan that 

insures that no individual is left holding the bag. In response to this, it was noted that the process is 

that the Futures team solicits and evaluates proposals, sends the best to Council; Council selects the 

options to submit to the membership for vote. 

3. We need a process to help people go through with what we decide.  We need to honor the conflict, 

but not let it derail us.  

4. A strategic plan: use contemplative dialogue as a way to work with diversity and address conflict. 

5. In order to move into the future, address deeper issues:   

 conflict management--look at our patterns and develop healthy strategies, 

 coping with loss and change,  

 learning to appreciate diversity and use well,  

 looking at our history of hierarchical versus collaborative management and consciously 

choosing how we would like to move forward,   

 looking at how we might foster real authority, thus necessarily trust, as authority is 

existentially impossible without trust.  
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              6.    We can use the lens of contemplation to look at the balance between being and doing.                         

                     This might help us to accept that being is valuable and to appreciate our age rather                               

                     than judging what we are not doing. 

7. Consider attending decision-making meetings with voice if prepared and otherwise as an observer.   

8. Consider that we have our own things to work out as Grail and the impact of subjecting non-Grail 

staff to the pain of our working it through.  There is much we need to work out, and cannot without 

opportunity among ourselves. 

9. While it is true that we need to work out our interpersonal issues as Grail members, it is also the 

case that staff members, whether Grail or not, need to understand our processes in order to do their 

jobs, so we should not exclude them from those processes.  

10. Appreciate the gift of difference. 

11. In order to work across difference, it is important to clarify our own perspectives.  For example, it 

helps when folks speak clearly from the “I” and articulate that this is “my” perspective, based on 

these particular experiences, rather than speaking more generally, using “we” which shuts down 

space for difference.  In the Grail, we have very different experiences, so it is important to name 

that explicitly when we talk about the Grail rather than use monolithic language about the Grail or 

collective experience. 

12. We can and should aspire to listen more and be more compassionate, but let’s “not let the perfect be 

the enemy of the good” in this process. 

13. We need to focus on radical, deep hospitality/restoration as a mission/goal.  

14. Concentrate on doing exercises , at all levels, including each local Grail group, that will help us 

develop the muscle of dealing with conflict in a respectful and honest way that will empower us to 

move forward with as much certainty, vigor, and grace as possible. Contemplative dialogue has 

great potential here, I also think there may be other approaches that would be helpful. 

15. Begin to shift our thinking over to thinking that our job is to preside over the process of releasing 

some of our land in rental, or sale, or partnership, or some combination, to those individuals or 

groups who are most in alignment with Grail vision and mission.  

16. Look at possibilities that religious communities are pursuing to put some or all of our land into 

permanent conservancy, something that would have to be done before any land is sold. This is not 

an argument against selling land, but a proposal that we explore possibilities of conserving it in 

perpetuity from development.  There are many ways to do this. 

PPP

Cincinnati Grail Regional Meeting 2/22/15 

Group A Report 

Part II: Taking the Pulse 

 There has been a shift from community development to organizational development and this is 

difficult 

 We have to acknowledge our feelings and acknowledge the grieving process 

 We need to remember that our mission has stayed the same 

o We are recalibrating for the 21
st
 century 

o This should free us to be something better suited for these times 

 There is no one way to live the Grail 

Part III- Strategic Plan for the Grail now 
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 We are called to move into the community 

 Every organization has to adapt and grow 

 We don’t need a center to be Grail and the fact that we have a center should be a plus and not a 

distraction 

 The future of Grailville lies in connecting with outer community 

 Strategic Plan: 

 1: we need to get our finance in order 

 2: Membership: we need a solid core of committed women living the mission 

 3: Community: we need to build community internally as well as externally 

  -we need to be accountable to each other  

  -we need to remember that we are community 

Group B Report 

We are feeling separation within the Grail.  We long to listen to the Spirit guiding us in clarifying our 

mission, to dialogue and discuss conflict, to take concrete actions in building the future. 

Part II – Taking the Pulse 

 Individuals reported feeling separated, disconnected and disempowered at this time in the Grail.  

We are uncertain and anxious about the future.  Several people feared that as a group we are 

forgetting to give attention to the Grail mission and values.  Many are nervous with the RFP 

process, feeling untrusted and untrusting, that the confidentiality has minimized interactions and 

collaboration.  We are worried that the committee is deciding the future of Grailville, not the 

community. 

 

 We are hopeful about the proposals, that something will take hold, that Grailville will move in a 

direction we are passionate about (for example, land, farming, ecology), that we will share the 

spirit of the Grail with others. 

 There are financial questions regarding the process:  how much money do we need, how will we 

use the money, what level of administration is needed for the Grail.  There is a hope that the Grail 

mission work will really make a difference in the lives of others, that the money will be invested 

for this purpose.   

 Women expressed disappointment that not enough has happened since the GA.  Women stated that 

they wanted to have a dialogue to discuss the issues.  They didn’t necessarily want to speak just 

with like-minded women, but with women holding opposing views so that we can begin to 

understand one another and work through conflicts.  We feel the Grail has lost continuity, that 

women are sitting back too much and need to start speaking out so their voices are heard.  

 

Part III – A Strategic Plan for the Grail Now 
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We feel called to serve others and the earth, to use our gifts to meet needs in the world.  We feel called 

to address social injustice, to live out our spirituality.  We feel called to find a concrete mission and be 

a spiritual presence in the world.  These are some of the components we believe are essential: 

 Get clarity on finances – what we are spending, why, and on what.   

 Return to our spiritual source and center, collectively. 

 Develop community and shared vision 

 Express our mission concretely 

 Commit ourselves, call to action members 

Group C Report 

 Council and National office have become too dependent on each other. 

 We feel some aggravation with National Office for creating bottle neck of information. 

 Thoughts and good energy get stifled 

 The National Director needs to hold passion and love for the vision of the Grail  

 We need to refocus on mission work while creating financial stability  

 We have so much exciting mission work to do at Grailville.  Most members have common values 

around that work. 

 Local control of Grailville with Council oversight for mission 

 Collaboration with likeminded partners 

 We and others are drawn to the culture and mission of the Grail.  But, we see within the culture our 

lack of ability to work through divisiveness. 

 Be attentive to our spiritual core and community 

 Our main financial drain is the Hub and lack of vision for it.  Not the surrounding lands.   

 How can we solve the Hub complexity without destroying the sacred land? 
PPP

 

CINCINNATI REGION CIRCLE REPORT – GROUP “D” 

March 4, 2015 
Peggy Goederer, Fran Martin, Anne Mercier, Debora Schak, Emily Snyder 
Facilitator – Marian Schwab, Note taker – Terri Carter 
 

Part 2: Taking the Pulse 
How are you experiencing change in the Grail at this time? What feelings are arising in you 
personally or in your circle?  
 
LAND:   
 
Terribly afraid we’re about to make a huge mistake by selling the land – it’s one of the few “real” 
things we have.  The money from any land sale would flow through our fingers like sand, its one thing 
we’re good at, spending money.  Once the money is gone what will we have?  Nothing.  The land has 
far more value than money.  “It’s not our land not to use, it’s ours to use.” 
 
I’m feeling a lot of grief over the thought of losing the land.  If we MUST sell any it should be kept to a 
minimum.  Our land is valuable and important; it serves as a connection to what is true.  Giving up on 
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the land is that beginning of the end.  The hub buildings can go – but the land is our dowry.  It would 
be short-sighted to let it go.  It would be better to let the whole place go back to forest than to have a 
developer take it over.   
 
Would it be better to sell perimeter land and some of the treasures we own (examples: expensive 
furnishings, art pieces, etc.) than to sell the land?  These items do NOT serve our mission – the land 
does. The land belongs to all of us – rather than work to get rid of it whey aren’t we working to find 
use for it? 
 
Our goal should be changing the world with the resources we have that is the land. 
 
Fearful that leadership is missing something big.  Finding it hard to believe or trust that they know 
what is best.  We can’t let fear push us to do something we’ll regret.  Where is Spirit – are our leaders 
seeking Divine wisdom? 
 
Grailville is a ghost town – so depressing that it has lost its vibrancy.  Losing staff was called for, but 
it’s hard to see friends leaving.  Shocking that Joy left – how can money alone dictate such a loss.  
Our future may be fantastic, but one day when we look back will we see this as a necessary step?  
Hoping we can live with what we are doing. 
 
MEMBERSHIP: 
 
We need more opportunity to gather, otherwise we will continue to lose good people from our 
membership.  It’s heartbreaking to see so many people hurting.  We need to take care of each other. 
 
Take our hands together in a Circle of Friendship, work, pray and get to a deeper wisdom of what 
comes next. 
 
MISSION: 
 
We have an obligation to reach out to others and fulfill our mission:  work with the homeless, 
immigrant women (Laura Hershberger’s work) 
 
City lots are being turned into gardens – we have all of this land – there must be a way to use it for 
mission work.  Grailville should be used by people to produce food. 
 
We must have a focal mission – it gives us something to hold our decisions up to and ask if they are a 
match. 
 
Ideas and plans must come first, NOT “how do we live within our means”.  Too many wonderful ideas 
are being squashed by our fear of running out of money.  There is a disconnect in the creative 
process and the Spirit – we’re only listening to the “Almighty Dollar.” 
 

Part 3: A Strategic Plan for the Grail Now 
We need to a community of women, to build a just and fair world.  We need to build on our energy by 
reaching out, giving back.  Only by being a Living Community can we grow.   
 
We can no longer rely on volunteer hours from members – we need to pay people to do some of the 
necessary and good work. 
 
“What is essential is invisible to the eye.”  We must prayerfully tap into a greater wisdom than our own 
in order to know what is essential at this time.   
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We must ask the QUESTION:  What is the need of everyone, of ordinary people?  ANSWER:  the 
world needs our help, we should also worry about each other, about those in the larger community – 
the homeless, the immigrants in our cities. 
 

Part 4: Gathering the Wisdom 
We need a clear and specific purpose to hone in on:  “We are The Grail, This is what we do – come, 
let me show you.”  Think of a dart board – we need to have a bull’s-eye, all of our mission work comes 
out from that center point. 
 
There is confusion regarding our governance and underlying negativity with current structure.  Two 
important questions are: Why do we have this structure?  And How does this structure help/support 
us? 
 
Finances – we must stop letting them rule over our creativity and mission.  We recognize that they 
can’t be ignored but they are NOT our mission. 
 
We need to return to inner-city work.  We used to do inter-racial work.  How can we strengthen 
community relations and help build bridges?  Can this connect with international work?  All around the 
world there are refugees, people being pushed down – The Grail needs more involvement in helping 
these people.  Great admiration for the work being done in the Bronx, how can the US Grail better 
support that work?  Those able to help can help – those unable to can pray. 
 
Down the road we need to develop clear financial expectations for membership. 
 
We must identify our MAIN WORK, our bulls-eye so that people will know how to get involved and 
plug into being part of the greater work.  Key Issues of our time:  Climate, Justice and Water.  Issues 
are no longer right in our face, we must reach out to others involved and work together in community.  
It’s only by DOING  - we must strengthen our mission work and our community work in order to be 
known and to attract like-minded people. 
 
We are one with the planet – people must live in harmony with nature and all creatures.  Can we 
teach by living this example on our land? 
 
 

If you had to come up with a major theme or tag line that would capture 
the main thrust that is needed now in a Strategic Plan for the Grail, what 
would it be? e.g. “Movement Building” or____? 
 
“Plowing into Our Future at Grailville”   
Grailville has long been a physical manifestation of The Grail, without it how do we identify ourselves? 
 
“Community Matters” 

PPP

 

Highlights of the Colorado Phone Call Meeting 3-2-15 
 
Judith Blackburn and Beth Wasmer 
 
We are experiencing the Grail less and less as something that challenges us or encourages us in 
our  lives or work and more as a cadre of special friends.  We are both drawn to the idea of Grail 
Get-togethers or Reunions (like an Alumnae organization) rather than new programming 
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initiatives.  Perhaps this is indicative of our ages.  Beth is inspired by the stories of our elders and 
Judith by groups exploring sacred activism and the evolutionary shift in consciousness that she’s 
been experiencing in other contexts. 
 
Perhaps the Dutch Grail could serve as a model for divesting, whereby we release our properties 
and invest in some of the vibrant international projects that need funding instead of struggling to 
hold on to our assets,.  Perhaps we have not been realistic for some time about our use of the 
organic acreage at Grailville.  We don’t see that Grail has an adequate volunteer base even for 
overseeing partnerships at this time.  We don’t think we should tie up the entire movement’s 
assets just to hold on for a hoped-for future than seems unrealistic.  
 
Judith feels that the Grail has had moments of breakthrough in the past (SAG, Women’s Institute 
in Cincinnati, Women’s Institute for Social Transformation, possibility of an Ecovillage, PPT 
Leadership Training, Transition Town at Grailville), but we couldn’t quite push through to 
sustaining these efforts or moving on to their next stages of development, for whatever reasons.  
Perhaps our “elbow in time” has come and gone, but certainly our sisterhood has seeded “the 
field” for whatever new is being born culturally at this time.    
 
Perhaps the new strategic plan could be called “Movement Discernment” as opposed to 
“Movement Building.”  Key components of the plan might be: 
 

1) Divest property & reinvest overseas 
2) Downsize staff 
3) Love ourselves and each other 

PPP

 

February Grail Meeting 2015--Cornwall 

Attending:  Lucy Jones, Jacki Murray, Cindy Cheyne, Simonetta Romano, Sharon Thomson 

Part 2: Taking the Pulse  

How are you experiencing change in the Grail at this time? What feelings are arising in you 

personally or in your circle?  

*Retirement of Grail staff at Grail Center feels like a big change. Every person has a major impact 

because we are so small. Might make a huge difference. Do local members have any say about who 

comes in next? Joined because of affinity to this group of people. 

*Not as connected to what is happening in Grailville, but a sense that change is coming here. At 

financial meeting first realized issue. More stable than first thought. So many women coming from 

different places, how do you come to consensus?  

*Change is coming even in the international Grail and some of the thinking such as LGBT issues. 

*Change is scary, nervousness, uncertainty, puts one on edge. You don’t know who is going to come. 

* What power do we have in determining who comes here or who does not? [May be time for a 

Cornwall Grail Board of stakeholders for decision-making.] 

*No authoritative power, but the membership—there is always the power of resistance. Power in being 

present, showing up and being involved. 

*Grail members here concerned that they have input into what will happen here. 

*Always feel welcomed, can fit right in even if absent for awhile. That’s the feeling she wants to 

continue. 
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*”I have arrived. I am home.” Mantra when I drive into Center. 

 

What do you feel called to in the Grail right now? What is energizing you? What gives you hope?  

*To be helping a transition to wherever it is going to go. To pass on in a nice way. What is the legacy 

we are leaving? Many ways to do that. Put the house in order and get out of deficit if possible.  

*CSW and meeting the new young girls. 

*Opportunity to meet Grail in South Africa when on a trip there 

* To be responsible in passing on and not to just disappear and to help with that future. *Spiritual 

aspects most inspiring, energizing to me. In a time of rest, okay with not the big passion as in past. 

Things will be revealed, it’s okay. 

*Hospitality is a foundation. Commitment to sisterhood. 

*The Grail Friends Circle is so central and focal, no matter what the topic is. Wowed by the caliber of 

the women here, the comfort level, can express self without feeling intimidated. Enjoy and value the 

circle and the women who participate. 

*Grail friends circle as organizing principal has worked very well. 

 

Part 3: A Strategic Plan for the Grail Now  
 

Considering the sharing that you have had, what do you feel the Grail is being called to right 

now?  

 

*Grail Circles, building community, relational 

*The Grail is built one person at a time and in relationship with the community and other like-minded 

organizations. 

*Something for people to come to, an action, a program, an event, to meet each other. 

*How much of National Office is necessary? Do people read all the stuff that comes out? 

*Non-profit management important and needed task.  

*National structure does not produce income. 

*But it does generate donations 

*Re-imagine what our national leadership needs will be in the next phase. Living within our means, 

rooting the grail in its members, in its circles and seeing what can grow from that. 

What our needs are and how will they be met. 

*Can the structure of national leadership be made simpler?. Compact. Tighter. 

*New structure would incorporate input from those directly affected by decisions. 

*Another consultation meeting needed on these areas related to National. 

 

If you had to come up with a major theme or tag line that would capture the main thrust 
that is needed now in a Strategic Plan for the Grail, what would it be? e.g., “Movement 
Building” or____?  

Small is Beautiful. 

Keep it simple. Keep it small. 

PPP

Dayton Circle 

February 2015 Meeting 
Present: Rose Mary Clark, Virginia Deters, Barbara Gibbons, Pam Hall 
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This represents the concerns and hopes of each person present at our Circle. Not every person agrees with 

every statement, but we feel this is an accurate report of our meeting together. 

Part I Contemplation – Preparing to listen and dialogue 

We met at Rose Mary’s on February 28 and started with silent meditation.  

Part II Taking the Pulse 

A  How are you experiencing change in the Grail at this time? What feelings are arising in you personally or in 

your circle? 

 Hopeful 

 Tired of distrust and hidden agendas and sometimes feel discouraged.  

 Hopeful that things will get better 

 See this as solemn time and something vibrant will come from it to distance us from a fear base.  

 Need to let go but with hope. 

 Lack of trust of the Grailville process; would like more information on proposals without sharing who 

put them in. Becky’s questions and the answers helped with this. 

 Live in Hope! 

B  When you reflect on your experience of the Grail, in all of its dimensions of community, mission and spirit, 

how do you feel about the course we are on? 

 Hopeful for future mainly because those joining now are getting energetically involved 

 Hope the Grail becomes more mission minded and more united. 

 When spiritual development stopped---a real loss 

 Happy the Retreat Center is closing as it seemed to rule the movement 

 Some think that the Grail does not have enough say over the activities of the staff 

 We need to work within the present structure  

 Questions were raised about differences between the Council and Board of Directors---is there any? 

C    What do you feel is important for other members to know or hear about what you are experiencing? 

 We feel we need to trust and to volunteer in the Grail to become a spiritually healthy community 

D  What do you feel called to in the Grail right now? What is energizing you? What gives you hope? 

 Being with people 

 National gatherings 

 Dayton Grail 

 Younger members 

 Hope to see the Grail continue and some of us need it continue in some way 

 Making the planet a better place environmentally and peacefully 

 Create a new story with respect to what has been 

We have some smart people working on the problems and we need to trust them and the process 

E  What role can you, or your circle, play in building on what is energizing you? 

 Welcome new members 

 Transition Communities 

 Food groups/garden work 

 Living simply 

 Coming together: learning, teaching, sharing 
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 Organizing to get moving 

F  What actions can we take, as members, to address some of the issues you have discussed?  

 Making Grailville smaller is not bad if it no longer necessary for large programs 

 As it seems we will be working with less staff, we need to grow the Grail work with more volunteering 

 Build trust, be with one another on local and national levels 

 More heart, less head 

Part III Strategic Plan for the Grail Now 

A  Considering the sharing that you have had, what do you feel the Grail is being called to do right now? 

 Community is important and we need to grow it 

 We need people from every area of US to come to gatherings every year 

 We need to make decisions 

 Hang in there! 

B  What are three components you feel are essential to build into a new Strategic Plan?  

 Live within our means—get ducks in row in order to move forward 

 Trust is important---how do we do this? 

 Don’t sell land until plan is made for use of money 

C  If you had to come up with a tagline that would capture the main thrust of that is needed now in a Strategic 

Plan for the Grail, what would it be?   

 Spiritually Centered Community Building 

Part V  Sharing the wisdom 

 Get past what is facing us now and then we will something wonderful to invite women to join 

 World is changing—we need to be part of this change by expressing community with diversity and 

acceptance 

 Remember that we are a members of the International Grail as well as US and circles 

 We are women in community giving of ourselves 

PPP
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Mary Clifford 
Mary Ellen Clifford <maryeclifford@comcast.net> Sun, Apr 12, 2015 at 7:56 AM 
To: Noreen Willhelm <noreen@grail-us.org> 
 
I have been late in answering your questionnaire. Seems that our Grail group has a hard time 
getting together. We are far apart and a lot of our energy in meeting was driven by Shirley's 
energy. I have never been involved in movement building, but rather thought the Grail should 
grow more organically by including people in our meetings and seeing if they were interested in 
the issues that seemed important to us. I still have the Grail Singers practicing once a week at my 
house. Driving on expressways is difficult for me and not possible in the winter months. Mary 
Therese has done her best to get us together and has tried to arrange a meeting to discuss the 
issues you have asked about, but I feel that the decisions that are necessary now depend upon 
the energy that. comes with a more youthful, spirit. I remember the old days when people would 
come to the Ark and pray for the Grail. Those memories of the time and the people are precious. 
Being in the Oratory, walking the fields and trails, the programs that Audrey planned and 
executed, the amazing people who came to Grailville to speak, I cannot speak of the old days, the 
Easter celebrations, the presence of cows, sheep and lambs, the organic gardens without wishing 
it all back! But the future has to be a new one and come from the hearts and soul of the new. 
Thank you all for bringing in the new and being open to the future and our journey together. 
Love to all of you. Mary Clifford  

PPP

Taking the Pulse - Michigan 

Mary Therese Coyle, Lynn Louchart-Keifer, Mary Hughes 

4-19-2015 

 
How are you experiencing change in the Grail at this time?  What feelings are arising in 
you personally or in your circle? 
 
Mary Hughes and Lynn are presently overwhelmed with their daily responsibilities.  We wish we 
could be more involved with the Grail but unfortunately our present circumstances inhibit us 
from doing so. 
 
When you reflect on your experience of the Grail, in all its dimensions of community, 
mission and spirit, how do you feel about the current course we are on? 
 
It is a response to the sign of the times.  The last critical mass of members at Grailville has 
diminished. 
 
What do you feel is important for other members to know or hear about what you are 
experiencing? 
 
We are experiencing an overwhelming sense of sadness for the loss of Grailville as we have 
known it.  But in facing reality, we know that it is no longer feasible. 
 
 
What do you feel called to in the Grail right now?  What is energizing you?  What gives you 
hope? 
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What role can you, or your circle, play in building on what’s energizing you? 
 
What actions can we take, as members, to address some of the issues you have discussed? 
 
Considering the sharing that you have had, what do you feel the Grail is being called to 
right now? 
 

PPP

Northern California Grail Gathering 
March 7th, 2015 in San Jose, CA. 

Responses to Council Questions: 
Also free flowing observations/thoughts: 
Present were; Sharon Wood, Ceci Figueroa, Rosa Ruiz, Emmy Normandin, Monica Thyberg, 
Lea Grundy, Susan Becker and Ria de Groot 

Contemplation: all gathered and we had time for contemplation & poem 
Taking the Pulse: 

- Distance matters, Hermine can’t come, too far for her and not well.  Sharon drives 
almost three hours to get here.    

- Feeling of overwhelm, regarding the Grail…So much going on, many different ages 
now, then opening the gates and all can come in with different spiritualities.  
So now we deal with finding new rituals and finding common ground.  The cherry on 
top is what we do with Grailville.  We are not close by and there are vested interests.  
How do we find common ground?  Can the Spirit somehow help us! 

- There are some issues with technology.  Then end goal for the Grail might be to be 
expanding more on a “virtual reality”.  How do we as Grail fit into that reality?  We are 
not in the “Cloud” enough.  It is a different generation, with different issues and 
different ways of choosing to connect.  Yes, said another member, but we need 
physical space to get together. 

- We should live within our means. Need to be sustained by Grail Communication.  

- We as Grail are lacking a strong mission so getting funding will be difficult. More 
programing is also important.  I think we should support out local project like Grail 
Family Services. They are doing good work and why should we not support that.  It 
seems like Cornwall has a stronger sense of mission and engagement in the area.  
They of course have more staff; Simoneta, Lucy and Sharon some of the time.  They 
do more outreach.  Grailville staff (that are Grail members) are focused on agriculture 
& CSA work.  So the energy is not there or available.  Joy did do programing and 
maybe will do more.  Some will be done by volunteering. 

- Some Grail circles read books, just get together for community talk, even if that is  Ok 
and a good way to create community, but is that mission? 

- How can we offer each other continued support?  A center? More meetings? How can 
we sustain each other? Scientists who work in isolation are finding that it is helpful to 
meet once a month to provide support for each other! 
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- I find Grail values important and need the support. (I have other “work” friends) 
“I belong where I am needed” Eliz. Reid…farming, climate, sustainability, traffic 

- The strategic plan takes a lot more to process than what you think.  Look we just 
received a copy of the five year strategice plan from Veronica Goeie, developed by 
Grail Family Services and it is pages long. It takes a lot to come up with a good 
strategic plan. Veronica has been director of the center since year 2000. 
 Actually what we heard this morning, Veronica says, “Grail Family Services would not 
exist without the Grail.” The history, the location, the values, the early work done in the 
community.  I always keep that in mind. Yes, says Rosa, it was inititiated under 
Grailville’s 501-C-3, but some donors and foundations could not give to a project 
coming from and out of state 501-C-3.  That was the only reason we developed an 
independent CA. 501-C-3. Grail Family Services, operates within their means.  At first 
it was difficult and it took a lot of work to apply and receive grants. “Now that we have 
reached over the million dollar budget, this year, we have work to do but donors and 
granting agencies are coming to us!” says Veronica  We do have several hundred 
volunteers and a paid staff of 15.  We do ask the families we help to give back and 
volunteer. Because of Grail values, says Veronica Goei, we are committed to the East 
San Jose Community.  We have been invited, and it’s tempting to go beyond our local 
community & out of state to replicate the tools and curriculum, we have developed. But 
we have decided to focus here.  We have a solid infa-structure, we track every dollar 
and also track our work, our volunteers and every program so we know what is working 
and what is not.  Remember Grail members walked the neighborhood and asked 
families, what are your current needs and concerns for this/your community.  We 
began with a playground and an ESL program and built on that. So we know we are 
trying to meet the needs our community here asked for.  Getting volunteers is not a 
problem.  Besides our own curriculum, we are working now in five schools in this area, 
in the classrooms with teachers to help break down barriers between teachers and 
parents. The County Office of Education has contacted us to do further work with all 
the Headstart Programs in this county.  The Standford Project is in it’s third year and 
will renew for another three years.  They presented some of the results on “The Oral 
Engagement” study at the White House recently. The Grail was represented and came 
up in conversation, this past year.  The study showed a 50% increase in “oral 
engagement” between parent & child with the curriculum GVS developed.   
Other programs that have been developed by GVS are; a six month Family 
Empowerment Impact program, parenting skills program, child enrichment program, 
teaching English as a second language, reading mentors, 
 parents/ babies and using the assessment tools developed by GVS, which now local 
social workers use.  

- As Nor Cal circle we request from the National Grail to accept and acknowledge our 
individual donations to Grail Family Services, as a Grail donation.  We see it in the 
same way as the School in Kenya & Program in Tanzania or the Bronx who receive 
donations from the American Grail members through our Grail National Office.  Please 
send a reply to Sharon Wood. 
                                                                                      Notes submitted by Ria  

PPP
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Grail Business Meeting Notes – Bronx Grail Center, 21 March 2015 

 

Attendees:  

Carol Barton (facilitator), Jackie DiSalvo, Joy Garland, Sharon Joslyn, Mpanda Kalala, Tina Kalala, 

Laura Kaplan, Mary Kay Louchart, Tegan Rein, Yvie Renda, Marian Ronan, Deborah Silvestri, Carol 

Skyrm, Emily Thomas, Lillian Wall, Ieva Zadina  

 

Guest:  Kathy Lawson (friend of Tiffany Curtis) 

 

Opening song:  Surely the Presence 

 

Joy read statement of 2015 Member Consultation 

 

10 minutes of contemplative meditation 

 

We broke into small groups early on: 

 

Small group 1: Carol Barton, Mpanda Kalala, Tegan Rein, Yvie Renda, Emily Thomas  

Focus (based on the questions): What do we want others to hear, what actions can we take, what do 

we want to ask of National? 

• Grail is taking major strides in renewing itself in terms of types of people we want to bring in, people 

of different backgrounds and experiences -- looking for people who would feel comfortable/adapt to 

the Grail. We are all people who want to see change in the world, but have passions in different 

areas, which is a good thing – it enables us to learn more about different things. 

• we don’t meet enough. We should have more meetings - too much of a lapse in between. Meetings 

don’t have to be formal or large. Meetings about different topics we are passionate about/interested 

in. (issue of meeting place/venue) 

• The Grail is no longer in a place where everyone who did not attend the Year School/Semester at 

Grailville is on the outside/edges -- we have moved past that and there is room for others/there are 

many new developments and possibilities 

• The Grail is made up of a diversity of strong women, and exists because of the strength, willingness, 

and hope of women. We are all different, but we are one. How can we increase awareness/outreach 

and attract people to the Grail?  

• What issues are we passionate about? 

- climate justice 

- food (Foodopoly -- corporatization of food and how it affects us) 

- Carol Barton: discussed w/Sharon Joslyn -- new Grail Explorer Nellie (organizer in 

Honduras) working with her to help women in Honduras and women in the South Bronx who 

have been forced out of their homes because of violence in Honduras. End family detention 

camps. How do we support these women/use Grail connections to take action around this 

issue? 

- educating women + increasing knowledge/awareness of things going on. In 80s 

retreats at Cornwall -- deep political education about the economy and how it works, with a 

feminist/racially aware lens. Having something similar now. 

• spiritual connectedness between us and interest in changing the world is what brings us and keeps 

us together. 
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• increasing communication/awareness among different regions of the US Grail (in addition to what we 

get from National News/Gumbo): more phone meetings/a national membership call, wiki space -- 

website where everyone has access (members and non-members) and each circle has a page where 

they can write what they’re doing. 

• our call to National: increase our visibility and increase awareness of our movement to others - 

articulate a common vision and something tangible that we have to offer 

• listen and support young women 

 

Small Group Two:  comments 

My strongest feeling is loss; loss of the nucleus members who were the backbone of the Grail: loss of 

collective work, except for climate work; the loss of Grailville and possibly of Cornwall.  Aside from 

loss I feel depth and unity.  We don’t have serious outreach programs.  We are a vanguard – climate, 

spirituality and women.  We have people whose consciousness can reach everyone else.  There is a 

woman from Colorado who is reading books and is in groups.  Why are we disappearing when we are 

so great?  The loss of individual people and our underpinnings; loss of outreach.  We’re not growing 

but we have so much to give.  But on the other hand, we’ve never been better.  It’s a paradox.  We’re 

shrinking but should be growing. 

 

I feel connected to the global issues.  Women smile when they meet the Grail.  Even the house we’re 

in (the Bronx house) is threatened. 

 

There is a Catholic church in Harlem that is closing and the rectory might be a potential place for us.  

It would be good to be in Harlem; African Americans bring the most advanced justice, spirituality, 

music.  We could be providing a community service.  E. 129th between Madison and Park.  It’s a 

landmark space that cannot be torn down.  People are encouraging us to put forth a proposal.  If they 

can close off the church from the rectory.  The church was designed by the same architect who did St. 

Patrick’s Cathedral.  We need to have a building and programs.  The bidding is starting August 30th.  

Have people involved from that parish as part of it.  Hold leadership programs there.  We can rent out 

space.  Continue the Bronx leadership programs for girls at this place. 

 

Cornwall needs a connection to Manhattan, the vanguard of activism and social justice. 

 

The Grail has always been changing.  Places that we once had are gone.  What we need to become 

in this world is one family with our differences.  I would like to have an Interfaith circle where we look 

into other spiritualities. We need to move to an understanding that we’re all one family.  

 

KOTA, a Finnish group, is also engaged in finding a place in Manhattan where women’s groups could 

share a meeting space, office space and a conference space. 

 

Small Group Three:  (Deb Silvestri, Marian Ronan, Carol Skyrm, Kathy Lawson) 

 

 Pulling back in anticipation of loss; feel Grail is not viable; deficit and new budget; totally 

unsustainable. How can Grail continue?  Engage more young women – need to mentor them – 

that’s my hope. 

 Noted 50 years of personal involvement in the Grail. Finishing a book on the founders of the 

Grail, started in the 1990s, 15 interviews in archives. Current Grail is fairly incoherent. Serious 

mission problem because we don’t know what we’re doing. On the other hand, reading the 
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lives of early founders is very inspiring. Time for revival? Renewal of commitment? In reaction 

to authoritarianism of the early Grail, in 1970s a change to viewing “whatever work you do is 

the work of the Grail” was well received. However it is death to Grail – reduces it to only 

community of support. We need to refocus on what really matters. Nobody donates their 

money to a support group.  Building on the shoulders of truly great women; the world needs 

us. 

 

Full group: 

 

What is Grail called to do: 

  redefining/articulating/reinventing what our mission/vision is. There is no cohesiveness - we can’t 

call people to us because we can’t express/don’t know what we’re inviting them to.  

• issue with our mission which includes a number of different ways of living and acting – we need for a 

more specific lens/focus (ex: climate change/climate justice)  

• stronger member commitment/membership expectations 

• sense of loss (loss of physical places to build community/have meetings, loss of founding mothers) 

but at the same time, a sense of possibility/hope -- a lot of potential development that we need to start 

concretizing. Need for more collective action, more outreach to young women, more programs, more 

connection with international/national Grail.  

• “Making All Things New” -- All Saints Church in Harlem (47 East 129th Street, New York, NY 10035 | 

(212) 534-3535 | allsaints129@gmail.com) is closing. They have a rectory -- if we could put the 

money together it could become a new place for us -- spiritual solidarity/connection with All Saints 

community.  

• International Grail also wants to operate a center in New York 

 More linking – national phone call every 2 months.  Wiki for Grail; each circle could have a page to 

write whatever they want.  Get away from secrecy. 

• right now the Grail is neither one thing nor the other, so many things are possible 

 build a collective analysis about the current moment to discern our priorities 

• political education/formation -- consciousness raising, popular education 

• exchange of faiths/traditions; globalization demands that we understand other traditions more than 

ever 

 

Strategic plan: 

  

 form a committee to explore the possibilities of a Grail center in Harlem - before August; Joy, 

Jackie, Lillian will be on it.  A Dreamquest.  Teagan Blackburn might also be a good person to 

invite. 

 process of collective analysis to explore the issues of our mission/vision -- looking through a 

lens that will include all issues/areas we are passionate about. Example of CLIMATE 

JUSTICE.   Pope Francis soon will issue encyclical about climate and poverty – it’s not just 

about white people and polar bears. Some can focus on justice part, others can do other 

aspects.  Yvie doesn’t feel comfortable with the climate justice limitation. Jackie wants to build 

a workers movement; she is excited that the “Black Lives Matter” campaign is moving young 

people to activism and militancy around the world. 

What does climate and social justice mean? How to frame it?  

mailto:allsaints129@gmail.com
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● Create structures to listen to, mentor, support young women -- in addition to the UN 

Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) and girls’ camps up in Cornwall 

● recreate liberation task force 

● Reaching out and working together with groups such as WECAN and Kota Project 

● Names for a new Strat Plan: 

○ Forward: Implement the Grail Mission 

○ The Cry of the Earth, The Cry of the Poor/Oppressed: Our Grail Work 

○ Elbow of Time 

 

Carol Barton noted that our group’s focus was entirely on mission and vision, since from these come 

our ability to attract new members or generate more income. 

 

Closing by Joy: A message for our times by Clarissa Pinkola Estes 

"An Indian Prayer" read by Yvie Renda 

PPP

February, 2015 Member Consultation Meeting – Philadelphia Report 

Our Philadelphia group met by Skype on March 1 at 2 PM. We had agreed to gather in advance of that time to 

center ourselves and be open to listening and responding to the questions put forth. 

In attendance were Alexa Kane, Mary DiVito, Maureen Tate and Theresa Czerwinski. We began with a beautiful 

prayer read by Alexa and proceeded to part II of the meeting “Taking the Pulse”. How are you experiencing 

change in the Grail at this time? What feelings are arising in you personally or in your circle. 

We felt that there are many issues at work here. Of course there are feelings of being unsettled, anxiety over 

what might be happening, but the most important thing that emerged is a feeling of loss of people that we 

have known and loved. So many of our Grail mothers have died and we have the sense of aging ourselves. We 

are an aging movement and we cannot hold on to things as they have been. We are aware that we are 

geographically distant from the Centers and are not able to help maintain them. We felt that we should have 

trust in the people that will have to be making these difficult decisions and should give them our full support. 

We also felt that this is a time for growing in a different direction, to reset things for this time and age. There 

needs to be a shift in focus from property management to the women in the Grail and our sense of 

community. We are open to listening to suggestions and offering our support. 

When you reflect on your experience of the Grail, in all its dimensions of community, mission and spirit, how 

do you feel about the current course we are on. 

We felt that the current course we are on is one of exploration of who we are and how we will continue/exist 

in the future. The U.S. Grail is not alone, we are experiencing similar issues in South Africa, Netherlands, etc.. 

concerning holding on to properties. We need to think of a radical way that we can be different but continue 

to exist. However we change it will not mean that we won’t have to change again at some point in the future. 

Once again, we have to trust that many people are working/exploring/researching the options. We need to 

trust that whatever flows or grows from that will be OK.  If we have the attitude of thinking it will be doomed, 

it will be. We need to have positive attitudes.  Over the course of time, we have had several types of structures 

- hierarchical, lateral sharing, Council, and always we have had to shift and change. We have always had 

growth and life, e.g. admitting married women, sexual diversity, religious diversity, and the changes have only 
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made us better. The changes we are challenged by now can also be for the good of the movement. It is good to 

be part of something that is growing and changing, it means we are not standing static.  It was pointed out that 

when you have a child, it grows and changes with the years and that is good. You would never expect it to not 

grow or change. It also came through that The Grail is in us, in the women, not in the buildings and properties 

we own. We talked a bit about the excitement of our international connections, our work with CSW and U.N. 

work.  St. Teresa School in Tanzania, amazing work is being done. 

What do you feel is important for other members to know or hear about what you are experiencing? 

We feel that the Grail is not in the properties that we own. In Philadelphia, we had a house that we maintained 

for many years. However we were able to see and accept our gifts and limitations. When we no longer felt we 

could maintain the property, we sold it and sent the money to National for the good of the movement as a 

whole. Despite not having the center anymore, we have maintained our “Grailness” by meeting in homes or 

other meeting venues. In some ways it has kept us more involved with each other.  We keep saying and 

hearing that GV is “sacred land” and that we should not do anything that would desecrate it. We need to trust 

that those who are doing the research are going to deal with the land in a responsible manner.  We are The 

Grail, not the land or buildings. We had some discussion about the reality of keeping the Oratory and 

Cemetery area of GV and the possibility of keeping a smaller portion of Cornwall, perhaps as an international 

center. We cannot be what our foremothers were, nor can we expect young women joining the Grail now to 

be what we were or are. Time moves on and change is inevitable. 

What do you feel called to in the Grail right now? What is energizing you? What gives you hope? 

Discussion/conversation is energizing. Being encouraged to have these consultations helps us with 

expectations.  We feel more called to maintain local connections. We appreciate receiving National News, 

enjoying some of the rituals, poems, etc. that are included. As mentioned above, we are energized by the 

international work, the work at the UN and the international work on justice. We are happy that more young 

people are joining us. The centers are energizing when we get there, but that is very infrequently. We have 

been meeting, locally, around Joyce Rupp’s book “The Cup of Our Life.”  It has been inspiring to some of us. We 

are excited that Maureen has worked with 2 other organizations to bring 4 girls to the CSW and we will be 

helping to support her in that endeavor.  

What role  can you, or your circle play in building on what’s energizing you? 

We can support the Spirituality Committee.  Pray, be positive and keep informed. 

We can send financial support to CSW and St. Teresa School and anything else that is energizing us. 

What actions can we take, as members to address some of the issues you have discussed? 

We can try to be supportive of those working on some of the community issues. Try to remain positive. 

Continue to dialogue. We are not in a position  to meet personally with others who are struggling or fearful. 

The continuing dialogue is important. Something like this reflection, we hope that others in the movement will 

see our conversation. 

As things come up for vote, we can do our part by voting in a timely fashion. 

Perhaps add our experience as those who had a center and released it and found there is life on the other side. 
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Part 3: A Strategic Plan for The Grail Now 

Considering the sharing that you have had, what do you feel the Grail is being called to right now? 

Change with the times as we grow out of the status quo and grow into new ways of meaningful dialogue. We 

are being called to become more of a spiritual movement than a land management movement. 

What are 3 components you feel are essential to build into a new Strategic Plan? Be specific. 

Outreach and Visibility: Be what we believe in. Be out there, proud of who we are and what we do. If we do 

what feeds us and what we are passionate about, we can more confidently invite others into our experience. 

We need to gather other women around what we ourselves are moved to do ..organic growth from inside out. 

Community: Experience of community has to be brought more front and center. 

If you had to come up with a major theme or tag line that would capture the main thrust that is needed now 

in a Strategic plan for the Grail, what would it be? e.g. “Movement Building” or___? 

Back to Basics: intentional community,  gathering the creative energies of women, building peace and justice. 

Focus on what we are actually doing instead of what we think we should be doing or what we want others to 

do. 

Directing change: taking control of change, rather than reacting to what is happening. 

Things change in life and sometimes we have the ability to decide instead of reacting. 

Part 4:  Gathering the wisdom 

1. This is not all about finances. We need to change and realize that our limitations are not just about 

finances. Our future is in ourselves. 

2. Focusing on what is moving us and energizing us is where our future is. 

3. Change is going to happen and it is important that we, as much as possible, take charge of that change. 

Even if we cannot be involved with planning and development of projects we need to recognize that 

change will happen. If we do not make decisions, there will be consequences in that course of action. 

4. We need to realize that there is hope in change. We can help with decisions. By not making decisions, 

we are making a decision. 

5. We need to breathe, step back and see how to move forward again (from the intro statement). 

6. Change is constant. We need to come to grips with that. Maybe more will emerge. 

7. Community is one of the things we need. 

PPP
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Visit to Pilgrim Place 
February 15-18th, 2015 (Ria) 

 
     I promised Grail members at Pilgrim Place that I would share my notes from two meetings 
there with the Grail Council.  So here it is.  Most of this will be direct quotes. 

 “We will all have a voice” (requested 3x) (meaning in regard to GV.) 
 Do not have enough information 
 Still operating at a deficit? Spending our endowment has to stop. 
 I Like the “Green Grailville” website 
 Do we get to vote? Do we get to read the proposals? 
 In this time and place, land is so valuable. It is a sin to sell. 
 Why not find ways to keep the farm land…e.g. Have a farm committee.  Help Marylu. Now 

only she and Terry Marshall are figuring it out. 
 I feel we do not have enough information….(was countered) 
 Not opposed to selling, but our experience in So. Africa was that if you sell land, even to 

the most ethical buyers, you immediately lose control over the future of that land. 
 Since I have been living on the West Coast both in San Jose & now at Pilgrim Place, I am 

not as up on things. I feel distanced from GV and Cornwall centers. It’s not clear how we 
can work and help the Grail here at Pilgrim Place.  I’m confused about what happened to 
the resources. 

 Our perception is different…Some of us work/mentor women at the local colleges. 
What can we do?  Start with contemplation. 

 Send spirited women on missions; e.g. to Cornwall, to spend some time at Bronx center, 
To Africa, Cuba, Kentucky with Joyce Minkler, To Pilgrim place for a week 

 Attitude toward the Grail at P.P. has been very positive….Women here wish they had met 
the Grail in younger years.  Grail was at the cutting edge. We liked the community 
experience. Grail here is a bit exclusive. 

 How can we be at the cutting edge again? 
 Spirituality…need more dialogue between faiths…Need the contemplative, a connection to 

everything. 
 Twenty year olds in the Grail used to have one hour of silence. 
 Great desire to go back to the “heart” of our movement, vision and mission.. 
 Work with issues of; 1. Inequality, 2. Survival of the Planet, Climate Change, 3. Violence 

towards women (trafficking)  (other said really liked those 3) 
 Question and ask women to do more. Look at who we are. The picture has changed. 
 Who are we?  We do not know what we want.  We need money & money follows the 

vision and mission.  Grail has about 12 circles & we are all doing things to try and attract 
new members. 

 Not give up the land…We can do it, if we are willing and able.  We have no Mission…our 
Land is our base and our root.  Sell the land and then the money is just used up!   Work of 
the Grail is what you “DO”.  Have clear expectations… 

Do new members see the Grail commitment as a life commitment/situation? 
 What does it mean to be Grail at pilgrim Place? 
 There is a perception that we are not always as supportive as we need to be. 
 We are not 40 yrs. old, we have no children.  So what are we for one another? 
 We are a community within another community. One to one support is important and a 

challenge.   
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 Do new members have a “deep’, and “broad” knowledge/understanding of what the Grail 
is? Worries about that….We are not just a support group…worry 

 It is tough to hold the Grail together here at Pilgrim Place.  We meet 1x per month and 
that is hard on an on-going basis.  How to raise the level of participation? 

 I see in the US about 12 circles and no common mission or mission outside of ourselves.   
Business meetings only…I found that did not work in So. Africa, and not even just a prayer 
group worked.  People need to pull together in common mission. 

 In So. Africa, every mtg. was a business mtg. & it killed the Grail.  Let’s have open houses 
and build strong community.  We who help facilitate, try not to use negative energy but be 
sensitive to each other.  Be careful, have a purpose to the mtg. Go for the mission and raise 
the money to do it.  Say it gently. 

 Understand an aging group and our group dynamics.  Can we sustain a project here?  
Some are too busy.  Norms to use: How can we better communicate with each other? 

 Continuing Education means to be in the Grail. It is the heart of the Grail  
 Moving young people to something…in the past we had “work to do”. 
 Here at P.P., how much administration is needed? Finance is needed. We need one person 

to organize us/Grail here. 
 An example of a possible project:  There is the Napier Fellowship given to 15 local college 

students every year.  The group gets $12,000 to implement their project and each student 
has to find a mentor to help them with their project.  Could the Grail do something similar 
in the future and sponsor let’s say five students….with Grail Mentors & Grail type 
projects…in either Brazil, Belise, El Salvador, Mexico, Stockton, Louisiana etc.   Just a ideas 
says Mary Gindhart.  

 Mary Gindhart said that she was part of the group that set up the original endowment.  At 
the time they did actuarial studies and said that by now, they had expected the money to 
be already gone.  She feels that the extra services at Pilgrim Place, which have been 
granted to a number of Grail members over the years, has been the reason that it is not 
spent down at this point.  For this reason she asks Council to consider giving a donation to 
Pilgrim Place since they, are having a Campaign Drive for the 100th Anniversary of Pilgrim 
place.  (I said that I would ask!) 

                                          Notes by Ria Morearty de Groot 
PPP

February, 2015 Member Consultation response.  
Written up by Mary Gindhart, 4/12/15 

Ria de Groot met with members of the SOCAL GRAIL on Monday, February 16, the answers to the 

questions on the member consultation are below and are based on what people shared during the 

meeting with Ria. 

Part II: Taking the Pulse 

How are you experiencing change in the Grail at this time?  What feelings are arising in you personally 

or in your circle? 

Some of feel we do not have enough information about what is happening.  We are not able to keep up 

with the material that is available in Gumbo, weekly National Grail News, Council Reports, etc. 

When you reflect on your experience of the Grail, in all its dimensions of community, mission and 

spirit, how do you feel about the current course we are on? 
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One person said: Since I have been living on the West Coast both in San Jose and now at Pilgrim 

Place.  I am not as up on things. I feel distacned from GV and Cornwall centers.  It’s not clear how we 

can work and help the Grail here at Pilgrim Place.  I am confused about what happened to the 

resources. 

Why not find ways to keep the farmland.  Have a farm committee…In this time and place, land is so 

valuable.  It is a sin to sell what the Grail has. 

If Grail sells land, even to the most ethical buyers, the Grail immediately loses control over the future 

of the land 

What do you feel is important for other members to know or hear about what you are experiencing? 

We want to understand what is happening now….do we get to read the proposals, will we have a voice 

regarding Grailvillee….do we get to vote? 

What do you feel called to in the Grail right now?  What is energizing you?  What gives you hope? 

The attitude toward the Grail at Pilgrim Place has been very positive.  Women here wish they had met 

the Grail in their younger years.  We want to find a way to reach out more to the women at Pilgrim 

Place, the women we meet in WomanChurch, other women we know. Presently we are planning a 

retreat day to which we will invite women. 

What actions can we take, as members, to address some of the issues you have discussed?Right now, 

we have to plan the retreat and invite people.  We need to find ways to help each other keep informed 

about the processes going on at Grail and nationally and internationally. 

Part III:  A Strategic Plan for the Grail Now 

Considering the sharing that you have had, what do you feel the Grail is being called to right now? 

Prepare for the retreat.  Take time to brainstorm about the future of the Grail at Pilgrim Place, and in 

Southern California. 

What are 3 components you feel are essential to build into a new Strategic Plan?  Please be specific? 

Finances—Grail needs to stop operating at a deficit and stop spending the endowment. 

Membership—SOCAL Grail needs help to keep up with national Grail developments 

PPP 


